Economics provides critical thinking skills and evidence based analytical skills that provide insights into how the world works. This is why economics majors earn more money on average the all other business disciplines. And it is why people looking to get into top laws schools regularly major in economics to prepare them for the LSTATs.

Students can do a BS in Economics in the Tobin College of Business or a BA in Economics at St. John’s College.

Students can study economics from many perspectives from a diverse group of scholars, many of whom are leaders in their fields of specialization. Our professors have considerable business and international government experience and regularly are asked to consult with governments (including the Vatican), central banks, labor unions and NGOs working on Social Justice issues.

Economics students regularly present their original research at Academic conferences. They also can participate in: the Sadie Collective; Federal Reserve College Fed Challenge; Omicron Delta Epsilon (International Economics Honors Society); as well as our own Economics and Finance Society.